DoD Enterprise DevSecOps Community of Practice
June 23, 2021

Agenda
• Welcome and Introduction of Keynote Speaker
• Keynote Speaker:
Ms. Lauren Knausenberger, CIO Department of the Air Force (DAF)
• US Army cRMF:
Ms. Hannah Hunt, CPIO, Army Software Factory
Mr. Paul Puckett, Director, Enterprise Cloud Management Agency HQDA CIO
• US Air Force Platform One:
Mr. Matthew Huston, CIO Platform One, CISO, Platform One
• US Navy Black Pearl:
Mr. Ken Kato, Presidential Innovation Fellows, DON, Black Pearl
• Chao Engineering:
Mr. Omar Marrero, Chaos and Performance Engineering Lead, Kessel Run
• Open Discussion
• Closing Remarks:
Mr. Rob Vietmeyer, OSD, DoD CIO and Mr. McKay Tolboe, Chief Cyber Security Policy and
Implementation
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Ms. Lauren Knausenberger,
Chief Information Officer, Department
of the Air Force
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Opening Comments:

Mr. Rob Vietmeyer, OSD, DoD CIO, Cloud and Software
Modernization
Mr. Nicolas Chaillan, DAF/CSO

Mr. McKay Tolboe, OSD, DoD CIO, Cyber Security Policy
& Implementation
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Army Continuous Risk
Management Framework
(cRMF) Model

UNCLASSIFIED
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ECMA / Army SWF Shared Outcomes
• Mission: ECMA and Army Software Factory's DevSecOps

ecosystem provides DevSecOps service offerings for Army Software Developers to
rapidly deliver secure software capability to warfighters.

• Vision: ECMA and Army SWF enable modern Army Software Development by

providing products and services to grow the Army's cloud native enterprise
DevSecOps ecosystem.

• Value Proposition: ECMA and Army SWF deliver a basic software development

management/storage/build tools, validated paths to production, and DevSecOps
security enablement.
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CReATE Ecosystem
• CReATE is the Enterprise DevSecOps
environment delivering tools for modern software
development and Delivery
• Standardize, streamline and automate continuous
assessment and authorization of Army Software

• Uses accredited pipeline (Gitlab + security
scanning tools), accredited platform (Kubernetes),
and approved process (DevSecOps playbook) to
deliver apps to production with cATO

• Army Software Factory (ASWF) and
Project Ridgway are users of the DevSecOps
ecosystem
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History of cRMF /cATO
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What is cRMF?
• Continuous RMF: The ability to
continuously build, scan, test and
deploy software into a production
environment with approved
automated security controls
• Applications deploying into a
cRMF inherit the security control s
and implementations from the
deployment environment
• 2 applications thus far have
deployed through beta test
of CReATE cATO into
cARMY production (CASL,
MySquad)
• DevSecOps Playbook codifying
this process is approved and
signed by the Army CIO
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cRMF in Practice
CI/CD

ATO
Dep. EVMT

cATO

• Continuous RMF is in pilot for CReATE Deployment pattern of Source Code
Push (closed beta)
• Allows applications to move through the pipeline and deploy into a cArmy
production environment under the existing CReATE ATO, with different cATO
eMASS packages planned for future
• We have conducted beta testing of cRMF with two Army Software Factory
product teams and recently concluded interviews of 13 app team candidates
from the broader software community
• Source Code Push
• Software deployment pattern that allows applications to move quickly through
pre-defined security guardrails by providing own source code and using modern
cloud native cloud native architectures
• We are going to be building additional deployment patterns in future, including
applications that deploy to Azure and different Impact Levels (ILs), including
Manage your Own Cluster (MYOC).
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cRMF in Practice (cont.)
• Container security
utilizing AquaSec:

• AquaSec scans
all images in our
repository, runs
containers for
malware and
vulnerability
issues, and it
enables the
Platform team
to track CVEs,
and network
firewalls across
the entire
cluster network
to make any
patches
required.

UNCLASSIFIED
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What makes a cRMF successful?
• Standard Service Level
Objectives (SLOs) so
application teams know
what to expect
• Transparency around
roadmaps
• Contract flexibility (agile
acquisitions)
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Platform One cATO
Mr. Matthew Huston

Why DevSecOps?
Successful commercial companies develop
and deploy software at the “business
speed of relevance”

Successful companies routinely deploy
software multiple times per day!

We must be able to develop & deploy software
capes at the “warfighting speed of relevance”
Typical DoD S/W Timelines
Program launch to deployment of
simplest useful functionality

3 – 5 yrs

Field high priority function

1 – 5 yrs

Fix newly found security holes

1 – 18 mos

From code committed to code in use

1 – 18 mos

Full regression test

2 yrs

Cybersecurity audit/penetration test

2 yrs

Source: Software is Never Done,
Defense Innovation Board, 3 May 2019
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What is DevSecOps?
The process, technology, and culture that
shortens the development cycle and provides
continuous and secure code delivery

We accredit and deploy DoD software by
automating the developer feedback loop and
environment creation with commercial tools
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Visit https://p1.dsop.io/#/ for more information on how P1 delivers DevSecOps

What is a Platform?
Mission Apps &
Development
Platform &
Development Tools

Cloud Infrastructure

• DevSecOps Automation platform
(ATO)
• Continuous Integration/ Continuous
Delivery (C-ATO)
• Baked-in security with service mesh

Vision

Fundamentally transform how the DoD
delivers secure software at speed through
DevSecOps culture, process, and technology

Collaboration Tools

Mission

Guide, empower, equip, and accelerate DoD
program offices and weapon system
through their DevSecOps journeys

Empowering the warfighter through delivery of DevSecOps to the edge

DoD Flagship Products
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Code Commit to Deploy

P1 Environments
• Full DevSecOps capability at
all unclassified levels
• Product hosting capabilities at
all classified levels in progress
for ABMS
• DevSecOps services at
classified levels to follow
• Working on cross domain
solution for binaries to
automate low to high
container deployment

ATO

MVP

Full DSOP

(on Cloud One)

(on Cloud One)

(on Cloud One)

IL2





IL4





IL5





Secret

IATT



TS/SCI

IATT

Jan 21

May 21 (on C2S M2O)

S/SAR

Dependent on each
program’s AO

Funding + 3.5 mths

+ 2 mths from IOC (on
FENCES)

TS/SAR

IATT

Jan 21

TBD

Feb 21 (on S-C2S M2O)

Software Ecosystem
Multiple Innovation Hubs – One Platform

Software Factories

43 PMOs & PEOs Across Services

Ventures &
Non-Traditional
Start-ups

Science & Technology
Defense
Industrial
Base

AF Ventures

DoD-wide
Enterprise
Services

Other Agencies
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Presidential

Innovation Fellows
Federal Agile
Landscape Ken Kato
June 2021
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Departm ent of the
Navy

Ken Kato
Ongoing PIF, clas s of 2020
Coming up in Boston’s tech community specializing in
DevSecOps prepared me to help stand up USAF’s ﬁrst
software factory Kessel Run.

To work on....
Founded Black Pearl in the Dept. of the Navy to proliferate
DevSecOps, change fundamental business methods on cloud
consumption and working towards proliferation of this model
across the federallandscape
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Desired outcom e
Discover where delivery falls short in the DoD
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Agency Use Case: CMS
CMS has a new ATO starting in 2020. Under the nea leadership a massive task
began; to understand why CMS has a high level of friction to deliver new tech.
It ultimately lead to the agency working with Ariel Fabera PIF from my class
whom specialize in human centered design in the healthcare industry.
What began as a discovery and advisory role turned into reevaluating how CMS’
tech portfolio delivers products. The biggest disconnect was how the
organization, the tech portfolio and each program and products under it
communicates.
This incubated an OKR workshop lead by Ariel and myself along with a few PIFs
that specialize in human centered design and organizational design.
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“

Any organization that designs a system will
inevitably produce a design whose structure
is a copy of the organization’s
communication structure.”

Melvin Conway
Founder ofConway’s Law
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Modernizing CMS
CMS 2020 Objective: Improve the nation’s health and quality of life.
Key Result #1: Improve the quality
and affordability of health care for all
Americans.

Key Result #2: Drive American
health care towards payment for
value, not volume.

Key Result #3: Lower America’s rate
of growth in healthcare spending.

Strengthening Medicare

Transforming Medicaid

Marketplace choice &
affordability

Protecting taxpayer
dollars

Ensuring safety & quality

Innovating payment
models

MyHealthEData

Patients over Paperwork

Rethinking rural health

Price transparency

Better care for dual
eligibles

eMedicare

Fighting the opioid
epidemic

Modernizing CMS

Fostering innovation

Lowering drug prices
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2020 OKRs – CMS Operations (HCD)
Enterprise
OKRs
Admin Strat.
Initiative
COO
OKRs
Office Level:
OIT OKRs - Ops

CMS 2020 Objective: Improve the nation’s health and quality of life.
Key Result #1: Improve the quality and
affordability of health care for all
Americans.

Key Result #2: Drive American health
care towards payment for value, not
volume.

Key Result #3: Lower America’s rate of
growth in healthcare spending.

Modernize CMS: Transform how we currently operate to be more efficient and effective in promoting integration and better
collaboration among CMS staff, and to support more effective engagement with our stakeholders.
O4. Daily Operations
O3. Process
O5. Data &
O2. Customer
Effective execution of
Excellence
Technology
Centric
the Agency’s mission
Transform org.
Improve operations
Continue to
and
daily
operations
capabilities
and
and strengthen
strengthen a
process effectiveness
decision making by
customer centric
enabling a nimble and
leveraging data and
culture that yields
agile Agency
modern technology
improvements in
efficiency, process,
and experience
Improve % of users satisfied with CMS tech services & support (VPN,
Incorporate Human-Centered Design into Service Delivery
Password Resets, Tech Central, etc.)
[The “How” to reach customer-centricity]
[The “What” to reach customer-centricity]
O1. Culture of
Collaboration
Nurture a culture of
collaboration and
mutual accountability

Key Result #1: Incorporate human-centered approach into 7
projects
= Focus
Area
= Related
Area
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Desired Change: Clear Objectives
By changing the ways that each organization communicated within CMS, we
effectively altered organizational construct and simpliﬁed communications
through clear objectives that align to agency outcomes
This resulted in faster delivery of products that in turn aids the agency goal for
improving experience and services for all Americans
All it took was an OKR intensive for three weeks
Since then, I’ve has the privilege to continue to work with tech leadership in
CMS on cATO and shrinking the time and friction to delivery new value to
Americans who rely CMS
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Agency Use Case: V A
The VA has made signiﬁcant progress in their tech investment that serves their
mission to support the veteran’s healthcare space
PIFs have been serving largely in the Veteran’s Experience Office (VEO) where
UX is a ﬁrst class citizen
I was contacted recently to bring DSO expertise into the VA where they have an
existing contractor team operating cloud native services in AWS. They’ve
leveraged EKS and have been working within VA’s Office of IT (OIT) on gradual
shift to a cloud native workload as their end goal
Speaking to the contractor team, they have a ﬁrm grasp on the tech side. When I
asked about why they are considering deploying and managing their own k8
cluster, the answer fell short and this began my use case discovery
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You
manage

Unmanaged

Managed

APPLICATIONS

APPLICATIONS

DATA

DATA

RUNTIME

RUNTIME

MIDDLEWARE

MIDDLEWARE

O/S

VS

You
manage

K8s

O/S

AWS

VIRTUALIZATION

VIRTUALIZATION

SERVERS

SERVERS

STORAGE

STORAGE

NETWORKING

NETWORKING

IaaS
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“

‘Utilizing’ a resource means making use of the
resource in a way that moves the system towards the
goal. ‘Activating’ a resource is lik e pressing the ON
switch of a machine, it runs whether or not there is
any beneﬁt to be derived from the work it’s doing”

Eliyahu M Goldratt
Author of The Goal: A Process of Ongoing Improvement
Founder of Theory of Constraints
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Desired Change: Don’t
Change
Sliding backward isn’t acceptable. As hard as that statement maybe, it was
harder for agency leadership to accept that trends in other agencies isn’t a
demand signal either
It took walking through use cases where it made less and less sense to spend an
enormous amount of engineering time and dollars, and later integration and
migration, and ﬁnally sustainment and operation. It became evident that
leveraging managed services is advantage where available and made no sense to
deploy a k8s cluster based on other agencies doing the same
It rang a bell when I spoke to their leadership and expressed that is EKS was
available in higher security domains, I would be talking about k8s feature parity
in the DoD instead of how to manage clusters
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Departm ent of the
Navy

Black Pearl Pathﬁnder
C hallenge
The DoN has three distinct problem areas in
cloud adoption and SW modernization. Need
a pathﬁnder to identify blockers and viability
for DevSecOps culture change challenges

Im pact
Successfully launch of Black Pearl has set
the record for fastest ATO and launch of a
cloud based product with the lowest cost for
got to market at $400k
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Thanks!
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Embracing the Chaos inKR
Omar Marrero
Chaos and Performance EngineeringLead
KRADOS Test Manager
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Why Chaos?

“You could have the best features in the world - but if
they don’t work when you need them it doesn’t matter.”
Adam Furtado
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What is Chaos Engineering?
•

A disciplined approach to identify failures before they become outages

•

Allows comparison of what you think will happen to what actually happens (Database
failure chaos testing example)

•

Simulates possible scenarios even if you know the system will fail
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History of Chaos Engineering
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

2010 Netflix Created Chaos Monkey
2011 Simian Army was Born (Expanding Netflix Chaos tools)
2012 Netflix shared Chaos Monkey code on Github
2014 Netflix created the role of Chaos Engineer and the release of Failure Injection Tool (FIT)
2016 Gremlin was founded by Netflix Chaos Engineers
2020 AWS adds Chaos Engineering to the reliability pillars of the AWS well Architected Framework
2021 Kessel Run adopts and pushed Chaos Engineering to the DoD
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Why do Chaos?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chaos Engineering is like a Vaccine (You inject just enough of something harmful to build resistance)
Validate your assumption of what is wrong and can get the data to fix it
Improve resilience of distributed systems
Find issues and outages in a controlled scenarios vs @ 3am during a real world outage
Creates muscle memory for teams just like “Fire Drills”
Lower Mean Time to Resolution
Lower Meant Time to Detection
Fewer Outages
Directly supports KR Block 20 testing and test guidance spelled in DoDI 5000.87
Further enhances c-ATO validation by continuously testing infrastructure, application, monitoring,
outage response etc.

•

The Chaos Engineering community looks at KR as the first DoD adopter
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Why do Chaos?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stakeholders and users will trust your system and process are ready for any service interruption
Spend less time responding to incidents and more time engineering, creating happier engineers
Improve on call training
Respond faster to incidents when they occur
Reduce incidents/outages
No need to worry that your system is “fragile”
Continuously validate c-ATO by testing assumption in your system resilience posture
Drafting of the Chaos Engineering Playbook in collaboration with Navy Black Pearl
It’s really cool to see someone's reaction to you saying we break things on purpose (Production
anyone?)
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Chaos Engineering/Testing Team
•
•
•
•

Engineering organizations to include Netflix have a dedicated Chaos Engineering Team (In K
Bowcaster)
This team owns/operates and advocates for Chaos Engineering in the organization
Some organizations put Chaos Engineering as part of their release cycle
As Chaos Engineering shift left, Bowcaster Chaos Tool will empower other teams to own the
the support of bowcaster
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What is Bowcaster?
Fuzzing: Automated software testing technique that involves providing invalid, unexpected, or random data
as inputs to software/application.
Load and Performance Stress Testing: Simulation of user load on an application to determine stability and
robustness of the system (Major Theater of War).
Chaos Engineering: “Break things on purpose” Is the discipline of experimenting on a system in order to
build confidence in the system's capability to withstand turbulent conditions in production.
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KR’s approach to Chaos Engineering/Testing (Chaos +)
•

Kessel Run Bowcaster team has a suite of tools that enable chaos engineering

•
•

Our tools combine chaos engineering with performance engineering and fuzzing
KR also includes Red Team into their Chaos Engineering test events, further enhancing
our chaos capabilities and ensuring we continuously validate our security, reliability and
resilience posture
Combination of these tools allow us to proactively conduct L&P, Fuzzing, Chaos and
Security testing to KR
We are able to replicate specific environment situations (SIPR,JWICS) in unclass before
we push to prod
By running performance tests in combination with degraded systems we can engineer
for the worst, preventing these issues in production
We currently run advanced Chaos test in prod (ex. Database corruptions)
Expanding our testing capabilities with Chaos + to further support our c-ATO
requirements

•
•
•
•
•
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What do we test first?
•
•
•

Test what you know to validate your assumptions (ex.. We know the system is fragile)
Test what keeps you up at night (You might know this is an issue but not how bad)
Test something that is completely unknown.
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How do we test?
•

Plan the Experiment (Problem ,Hypothesis, What can go wrong?)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Determine how to execute test (Stakeholders, teams support, access, travel etc..)
Choose environment to execute test on (Unclass, SIPR)
Choose Chaos Roles (Chaos Commander etc..)
Execute Test
Contain the Blast Radius
Scale or Stop (Find Issue and Fix it or increase the blast radius until full scale)
All Chaos Experiments are fully planned and coordinated.

•

We are doing Chaos Testing but the actual chaos event is not Chaos
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After Test Action
•

Analyze results and produce report

•
•
•
•
•

Schedule meetings with Stakeholders
Add tickets/bugs to backlog items for each team as needed
Plan on further support to teams in order to validate fixes
Request feedback on how to better execute and support Teams
Start planning next experiment
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Chaos, c-ATO and more
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Chaos Engineering adds extra layer of testing to ensure our applications and
infrastructure are resilient
Performance testing, fuzzing and chaos fully stress our systems beyond any current
testing capability
Fully automated suite allowing us to shift left our chaos + test fixing issues earlier in the
development process
Including security testing to our Chaos test events further stresses our system by adding
a security layer to the test. (Red Team, continuous security etc..)
We are advocates that chaos engineering is a key component to providing war winning
software that our airmen love
Drafting of the Chaos Playbook in collaboration with Navy Black Pearl will provide
lessons learned from KRs chaos engineering execution and best practices to the rest of
DoD
KR’s Bowcaster team is highly active in the Chaos Engineering Industry
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Chaos Engineering

Performance and chaos engineering are key components of modern day complex software development
and deployments. It is our responsibility to ensure that our distributed systems are resilient and reliable
giving our warfighters the cutting edge technology they deserve.
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Code. Deploy. Win.
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Questions?
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Closing Comments:
Mr. Rob Vietmeyer, OSD, DoD CIO,
Cloud and Software Modernization
Mr. McKay Tolboe, OSD, DoD CIO,
Cyber Security Policy & Implementation
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